
4746  Concordance Study

4746 Mr 11:8 branches
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 4746.  Strong's Dictionary Study

4746. stoibas {stoy-bas'}; from a primary steibo (to "step" or
"stamp"); a spread (as if tramped flat) of loose materials for a
couch, i.e. (by implication) a bough of a tree so employed: --
branch.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4746 -- branch.

4745   Interlinear Index Study

4745  JOH 005 002 Now <1161 -de -> there is at <1722 -en ->
Jerusalem <2414 -Hierosoluma -> by the sheep <4262 -probatikos -
>  [ market ]  a pool <2861 -kolumbethra -> ,  which <3588 -ho -
> is called <1951 -epilegomai -> in the Hebrew <1447 -Hebraisti -
> tongue <1447 -Hebraisti -> Bethesda <0964 -Bethesda -> ,  
having <2192 -echo -> five <4002 -pente -> porches <{4745} -stoa
-> .

4745  JOH 010 023 And Jesus <2424 -Iesous -> walked <4043 -
peripateo -> in the temple <2411 -hieron -> in Solomon s <4672 -
Solomon -> porch <{4745} -stoa -> .

4745  ACT 003 011 And as the lame <5560 -cholos -> man which was
healed <2390 -iaomai -> held <2902 -krateo -> Peter <4074 -
Petros -> and John <2491 -Ioannes -> ,  all <3956 -pas -> the
people <2992 -laos -> ran <4936 -suntrecho -> together <0846 -
autos -> unto them in the porch <{4745} -stoa -> that is called
<2564 -kaleo -> Solomon s <4672 -Solomon -> ,  greatly <1569 -
ekthambos -> wondering <1569 -ekthambos -> .

4745  ACT 005 012 .  And by the hands <5495 -cheir -> of the
apostles <0652 -apostolos -> were many <4183 -polus -> signs
<4591 -semaino -> and wonders <5059 -teras -> wrought <1096 -
ginomai -> among <1722 -en -> the people <2992 -laos -> ;   (
and they were all <0537 -hapas -> with one <3661 -homothumadon -
> accord <3661 -homothumadon -> in Solomon s <4672 -Solomon ->
porch <{4745} -stoa -> .
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  stoibas 4746 -- branch.

* branches , 0902 , 2798 , 2814 , 4746 ,
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   branch 4746 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  branch 4746 # stoibas {stoy-bas'}; from a primary steibo (to
"step" or "stamp"); a spread (as if tramped flat) of loose
materials for a couch, i.e. (by implication) a bough of a tree
so employed: -- {branch}.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 4746. Cross Reference Study

4746.

4746 stoibas  * branches , 0902 baion  , 2798 klados  , 2814
klema  , {4746 stoibas } ,
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